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Abstract
During software maintenance, programmers spend a lot of
time on code comprehension. Reading comments is an ef-
fective way for programmers to reduce the reading and nav-
igating time when comprehending source code. Therefore,
as a critical task in software engineering, code summariza-
tion aims to generate brief natural language descriptions for
source code. In this paper, we propose a new code sum-
marization model named CodeSum. CodeSum exploits the
attention-based sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) neural net-
work with Structure-based Traversal (SBT) of Abstract Syn-
tax Trees (AST). The AST sequences generated by SBT can
better present the structure of ASTs and keep unambiguous.
We conduct experiments on three large-scale corpora in dif-
ferent program languages, i.e., Java, C#, and SQL, in which
Java corpus is our new proposed industry code extracted from
Github. Experimental results show that our method CodeSum
outperforms the state-of-the-art significantly.
Introduction
Source code summarization is the task of creating readable
natural language summaries that describe the functionality
of software. It is important in the field of source code com-
prehension. During the software maintenance, program-
mers spend a lot of time reading and understanding the
source code snippets to comprehend them. Studies of pro-
gram comprehension indicate that programmers often read
a summary which is a comment describing the function of
the code (e.g., JavaDoc1 descriptions for Java methods) or
skim source code (e.g., read important keywords) to save
time (Rodeghero et al. 2014; Sim, Clarke, and Holt 1998).
For example, Figure 1 shows a Java method named toIndex-
Name extracted from Github2. Through the summary and
name of the method, developers can easily understand the
method aiming to “convert the index of an attacker into a
readable name in a battle”. However, these summaries are
sometimes missing, incomplete or outdated. Therefore, au-
tomated source code summarization becomes an emerging
technology in software engineering. Predicting these source
code summarizations can be used in improving code search
by natural language queries, code comprehension, and code
∗
1http://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/
2https://github.com/
Figure 1: Java code snippet and its JavaDoc description.
categorization. At present, a majority of source code sum-
marizations are manual works such as inline comments pro-
vided by the programmers or tutorials. However, source
code summarization automatically is drastically different
from natural language summarization, because unlike natu-
ral language, source code is unambiguous and highly struc-
tured. Some traditional approaches have tried to give source
code summarizations automatically (Haiduc et al. 2010;
Haiduc, Aponte, and Marcus 2010; Rodeghero et al. 2014;
Ying and Robillard 2013; Movshovitz-Attias and Cohen
2013). And some studies applied deep learning models
to generate source code summarizations (Iyer et al. 2016;
Allamanis, Peng, and Sutton 2016). (Allamanis, Peng, and
Sutton 2016) applies attention-based convolutional models
to generate short, name-like summaries(average 3 words).
The summaries are too short to express the function of given
code snippets. The most relative work is (Iyer et al. 2016)
which proposes an attention-based Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNN) model called CODENN. CODENN predicts
code comments given source code snippets extracted from
StackOverflow3. For translation problem, the performance
of RNN is limited. Furthermore, by processing code as plain
text, CODENN omits the structural information which is im-
portant for program language.
In this paper, we formulate the code summarization task
as a translation problem that translates source code to nat-
3http://stackoverflow.com/
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ural summaries. Our model, CodeSum, shown in Figure 2
adopts an attention-based Seq2Seq model to generate high-
level summaries of code snippets. Compare to CODENN,
the BLEU score of Seq2Seq model increases to 35.5% (CO-
DENN: 25.3%) on the Java corpus. In order to capture the
structural information, AST sequences traversed by SBT are
input into CodeSum. By taking the AST sequences as in-
put instead of plain code, the BLEU score of CodeSum in-
creases to 38.17%. We conduct experiments on three large-
scale corpora in different languages, i.e., Java, C#, and SQL.
For source code summarization, we evaluate our model with
automatic metrics BLEU-4 (Papineni et al. 2002). The re-
sults demonstrate that CodeSum significantly outperforms
the state-of-the-art method CODENN (Iyer et al. 2016). The
main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• This is the first work using machine translation model to
address the task of source code summarization.
• CodeSum adopts AST sequences as input to get structural
information. To sequence ASTs, we propose a new ap-
proach, SBT, which can express the semantics with struc-
tural information and keep unambiguous. In this way,
CodeSum can better align source code to the natural lan-
guage summary, leading to more accurate summary gen-
eration.
• Experimental results demonstrate that CodeSum not only
significantly outperforms the state-of-the-arts on industry
source code but also outperforms on various program lan-
guages.
Related Work
In recent years, some natural language processing (NLP)
models have been used in software engineering tasks (eg.
code summarization and code completion) because of the
naturalness of software (Hindle et al. 2012). (Raychev,
Vechev, and Yahav 2014) introduces a statistical language
model to synthesize programs with holes using APIs. (Mou
et al. 2016) proposes a Tree-Based convolutional Neural
Network (TBCNN) based on programs’ AST for program-
ming language processing. (Wang et al. 2016) proposes
an approach to leverage n-gram language models to detect
bugs. In this work, we explore the application of deep learn-
ing techniques to source code summarization.
Some traditional approaches such as topic models and
keyword extractor have been used in some studies on gen-
erating source code summarization. (McBurney et al. 2014)
uses a topic model to select keywords and topics as sum-
maries for source code. (Haiduc et al. 2010) describes
one approach based on a Vector Space Model (VSM), in
which a summary comprised of the n keywords with the
highest term-frequency/inverse-document-frequency scores.
(Movshovitz-Attias and Cohen 2013) applies topic models
and n-grams to predict class comments. (Ying and Robil-
lard 2013)presents a feasibility study on a supervised ma-
chine learning approach that classifies whether a line in a
code fragment should be in a summary. (Allamanis et al.
2015) creates a log-bilinear neural network to model code
contexts and it suggests method and class names to program-
mers.
Recently, some studies try giving natural language sum-
maries by deep learning approaches. (Iyer et al. 2016)
presents RNN networks with attention to produce sum-
maries that describe C# code snippets and SQL queries. It
takes source code as plain text and models the conditional
distribution of the summary. The model omits the struc-
ture information which is important for code. (Allamanis,
Peng, and Sutton 2016) applies a neural convolutional at-
tentional model to the problem that extremely summarizes
source code snippets into short, name-like summaries. It
aims to generate name-like summaries (average 3 words)
which are much shorter than the summaries that CodeSum
generates.
In this work, CodeSum uses an attention-based Seq2Seq
model with AST sequences to translate source code to natu-
ral language. Seq2Seq model is an encoder-decoder model
that translates one language to another language. It has
achieved remarkable success in various NLP tasks, such as
Machine Translation (Cho et al. 2014), Text Summariza-
tion (Rush, Chopra, and Weston 2015) and Dialogue Sys-
tem (Vinyals and Le 2015).
Model
The overall workflow of CodeSum is illustrated in Figure 2.
We address the code summarization task to machine trans-
lation problem that translates program code to natural lan-
guage. To get structural information, CodeSum use AST se-
quences as its input. The AST sequences generated by SBT
can not only express the tree structure but also keep no am-
biguity. The model mainly contains three components: AST
with the SBT traversal, an attention-based Seq2Seq model
and a trained model to generate summaries given code snip-
pets. In this section, we mainly introduce the AST with SBT
traversal and the Seq2Seq model.
Abstract Syntax Tree with SBT traversal
CodeSum takes AST sequences as input. To express the
structure information and ensure the unambiguous property,
we propose a new approach SBT shown in Figure 3 to se-
quence the ASTs. SBT uses brackets to present a subtree
given a node. The procedure of SBT is as follows:
• From the root node, we first use a pair of brackets to rep-
resent the tree structure and put the root node itself behind
the right bracket, that is (1)1, shown in Figure 3
• Next, traverse the subtrees of the root node and put all
root nodes of subtrees into the brackets, i.e., (1(2)2(3)3)1
• Recursively traverse each subtree until all
nodes are traversed and get the final sequence
(1(2(4)4(5)5(6)6)2(3)3)1.
CodeSum processes each AST into a sequence following
the steps above. For example, the AST sequence of the fol-
lowing Java method extracted from project Eclipse Che is
shown in Figure 4.
/**
* Extracts request method name bound to
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Figure 2: The overall workflow of CodeSum
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Figure 3: A simple example of sequencing an AST to a se-
quence by SBT. (For a number, the bold font number after
bracket indicates node itself and the number in brackets de-
notes the tree structure by taking it as the root node.)
public String extractFor(Integer id){
LOG.debug("Extracting method with ID:{}",
id);
return requests.remove(id);
}
Nodes in boxes denote terminal nodes and the others are
non-terminal nodes. Non-terminal nodes specify the struc-
ture information of source code. The types of non-terminals
may be ExpressionStatement, ReturnStatement, etc. The leaf
nodes correspond to terminal nodes which encode program
text. A terminal node not only has a type but also has a
value that can be variable names, operators or string, etc.
We represent non-terminal and terminal nodes as Tnon and
Tterm Vterm respectively. Tnon and Tterm denote type of
non-terminal and terminal nodes respectively. Tterm Vterm
denotes type-value pairs (type-value pair for each each ter-
minal node is connected by “ ”) of terminal nodes that oc-
cur in high frequency. If Tterm Vterm is out-of-vocabulary,
we use its type Tterm to represent it. For example, if Sim-
pleName extractFor is out-of-vocabulary, the token will be
replaced by SimpleName.
Seq2Seq
CodeSum adopts Seq2Seq translating source code to natu-
ral language. The Seq2Seq as shown in Figure 5 consists
a two-layered Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to en-
code AST sequences, and another deep LSTM to decode the
target natural language (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014;
?). Furthermore, we exploit the attention mechanism to
learn to align and translate jointly (Bahdanau, Cho, and
Bengio 2014).
Encoder The encoder is responsible for encoding every
AST sequence of Java method into a fixed-size vector. At
each time stamp t, it reads one token of AST sequence, then
updates and records the current hidden state.
ht = f(ht−1, xt)
and
c = q({h1, ..., hm})
where ht is a hidden state at time stamp t, and c is a vector
generated from the sequence of the hidden states. f and q are
some nonlinear functions where CodeSum use LSTM as f .
Generally, q({h1, ..., hm}) = hm, in this paper, CodeSum
adopts the attention mechanism which is a recent model that
selects the important parts from the input sequence for each
target word. Instead of generating target words using the
same context vector c (c = q({h1, ..., hm}) = hm), atten-
tion mechanism defines individual ci for each target word yi
as a weighted sum of all hidden states h1, ..., hm.
Decoder The decoder aims to generate the target se-
quence y by sequentially predicting a word yi conditioned
on the context vector c and the previous generated words
y1, ..., yi−1.
p(y) =
t∏
i=1
p(yi|y1, ..., yi−1, c)
where y = y1, ..., yn and for each conditional probability is
modeled as
p(yi|y1, ..., yi−1, x) = g(yi−1, si, ci)
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Figure 4: AST of the Java method named extractFor.
where g is a LSTM that outputs the probability of yi, and
si is the hidden state of the decoder LSTM for time stamp
i. The probability is conditioned on a distinct context vector
ci for each target word yi. And si is computed by
si = f(si−1, yi−1, ci)
The context vector ci is computed as a weighted sum of
hidden state hi in encoder and computed as:
ci =
m∑
j=1
αijhj
The weight αij of each hidden state hj is computed as:
αij =
exp(eij)∑m
k=1 exp(eik)
and
eij = a(si−1, hj)
is an alignment model which scores how well the inputs
around position j and the output at position i match.
Evaluation
CodeSum is trained on the corpus collected from Github to
generate summaries for Java methods and compared with
CODENN method introduced in (Iyer et al. 2016).
Dataset details
It is important to select high-quality Java projects to ex-
tract methods and their JavaDoc descriptions. Therefore,
this work selects the projects that have at least 20 stars in
2015 and at least 10 stars in 2016. For each file, we extract
Java methods and the first sentence of JavaDoc descriptions.
To generate ASTs from the corpus, we use Eclipse’s JDT
compiler4 to parse the Java methods.
4http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/
However, not every comment is useful, so some heuris-
tic rules are required to filter the data. Non-words or just
one-word descriptions are filtered out in this work. And the
setter, getter , constructor and test methods, which are easy
to predict, are also excluded. At last, we get 588,108 pairs
and split the dataset into training, valid and testing sets in
proportion with 8 : 1 : 1. The average lengths of Java meth-
ods and descriptions are 95 and 20 tokens in this corpus.
We add special tokens, <START> and <EOS>, to the
training sequences and out-of-vocabulary words in summary
sequences are replaced by <UNK> token. The vocabu-
lary of AST sequences contains brackets, all types (Tnon
and Tterm) and partial type-value pairs (high-frequency
Tterm Vterm pairs of terminal nodes). If Tterm Vterm is
not in the AST dictionary, CodeSum uses its type Tterm in-
stead of Tterm Vterm to present the token. Therefore, the
<UNK> token doesn’t exist in the AST sequences. The
AST vocabulary size is 30,000 and natural language vocab-
ulary size is 20,000. We set the maximum length of the AST
sequences to 400 tokens, and use special symbol <PAD>
to pad the shorter sequences.<START> token is the first to-
ken to generate. According to statistics, the descriptions of
more than 85% methods less than 30 tokens, so the maxi-
mum summary length in this paper is limited to 30 tokens.
Training Details
CodeSum is trained on the Tensorflow framework5. CO-
DENN (Iyer et al. 2016) and Seq2Seq models without AST
sequences are also trained in this paper. To evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of SBT, we exploit two methods to traverse the
ASTs, one is traditional traversal method DFS and the other
5https://www.tensorflow.org/
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Figure 5: An Illustration of the Seq2Seq Model for code
summarization.
Models BLEU-4 score(%)
CODENN 25.3
Seq2Seq 34.87
Attention-based Seq2Seq 35.50
CodeSum (DFS) 36.01
CodeSum (SBT) 38.17
Table 1: Evaluation results on Java methods extracted from
Github. (CodeSum takes AST sequences as input, and the
other models take the plain source code as their input.)
one is the new proposed SBT. We also evaluate CodeSum
on the same corpus and tokenizer that CODENN used. The
training details are given bellow:
• The SGD (with minibatch size 100 randomly chosen from
training instances) is used to train the parameters.
• CodeSum uses two-layered LSTMs with 512 dimensions
of each LSTM hidden states and 512 dimensional word
embeddings.
• The learning rate is set to 0.5 and we clip the gradients
norm by 5. And the learning rate is decayed using the rate
0.99.
• To prevent over-fitting, we use dropout with 0.5.
Accuracy Measure
CodeSum uses BLEU-4 score (Papineni et al. 2002)to mea-
sure the accuracy of generated source code summaries.
BLEU score is a widely used accuracy measure for machine
translation. It computes the n-gram precisions of a candidate
sequence to the reference. In this paper, we regard a gener-
ated summary sequence as a candidate and a programmer-
written summary (extracted from JavaDoc) as a reference.
Language Models BLEU-4 score(%)
C# CODENN 20.4CodeSum 30.00
SQL CODENN 17.0CodeSum 30.94
Table 2: Evaluation results on CODENN datasets including
C# and SQL programming languages.
Results
In this section, we evaluate different models by measuring
the BLEU-4 scores on summarizing different programming
languages. Specifically, we mainly focus on the following
research questions:
• The accuracy of different models for generating sum-
maries given source code.
• The accuracy under different source code lengths or sum-
mary lengths.
Accuracy of different models
Table 1 presents the average BLEU-4 scores of CodeSum
with different traversal methods and other models on Java
language. And table 2 shows the accuracy of CodeSum and
CODENN on the dataset that CODENN used including C#
and SQL. It is hard to parse source code snippets that CO-
DENN used into ASTs because many source code snippets
are incomplete. Therefore, the models in Table 2 take the
plain source code as the input.
As the results indicate, the CodeSum obviously outper-
forms the state-of-the-art method CODENN on different
languages. Without structural information, the Seq2Seq
models improve more than 10% on various program lan-
guages compared to CODENN. And Seq2Seq is better
at processing long sequences than general RNN models.
Through the evaluation, we have verified that source code
summarization task is almost like machine translation and
machine translation models such as Seq2Seq are effective
on it.
Compared to the model without AST, the accuracy of
CodeSum increases to 38.17% and about 38% instances’
BLEU-4 scores greater than 50%. We evaluate two traversal
methods SBT and DFS. CodeSum with SBT performs bet-
ter than traditional traversal method DFS. Because SBT not
only preserves the structure of ASTs but also maintains the
unambiguity. Experimental results indicate that the struc-
tural information is helpful for translating highly structured
languages.
Accuracy under different lengths of source code or
summaries
We further analyze the prediction accuracy under different
lengths of Java methods and summaries. Figure 6 present the
average BLEU-4 scores of CodeSum and CODENN. As Fig-
ure 6(a) illustrates, the average BLEU-4 scores have a down-
ward tendency with the increase of source code lengths for
(a) Accuracy for different Code lengths (b) Accuracy for different summary lengths
Figure 6: The average BLEU-4 scores under different lengths of Code and Summaries in Java language.(We compare two
methods CodeSum with SBT and CODENN)
both methods. For most code lengths, the average BLEU-
4 scores of CedeSum improve about 10%. For CodeSum,
AST lengths grow rapidly as the source code lengths in-
crease. Therefore, some features will be lost when cutting
the long AST sequences into a fixed length sequence.
For different summaries lengths, CodeSum keeps high ac-
curacy along with the increase of summary lengths just as
shown in Figure 6(b). However, the accuracy of CODENN
decreases sharply while summary lengths growing. When
the summary lengths greater than 25 tokens, the accuracy of
CODENN decreases to less than 10%. CodeSum still per-
forms better when generates about 25-28 words summariza-
tion.
Examples analysis
Table 3 shows some examples of generated summaries given
Java methods by CodeSum. Many exactly same summaries
are generated by the model no matter the lengths of Java
methods(shown in the first two examples). CodeSum per-
forms well when the source code snippets are complex. It
learns the structural information such as IfStatement from
the AST, and generates accurate descriptions(shown in the
examples 2 and 3). It can generate descriptions that contain
the information that IfStatement includes. Sometimes there
are different descriptions of a source code, and the descrip-
tions may be similar or totally different (shown in the exam-
ples 3 and 4). Although the descriptions are different from
the targets, they express the methods’ functionality in some
degree. Example 3 expresses almost the same meaning as
the JavaDoc description. And Example 4 is a shorter sum-
mary of this method than the target description. However,
the model has limited performances when the descriptions
are highly dependent on user identifiers (shown in the last
two examples). Each programmer has its own programming
style, so the user identifiers are very different even though
they express the same meaning. CodeSum can better learn
the regular user identifiers when generating summarizations.
Conclusion
This paper formulates code summarization task as machine
translation problem which translates program language to
natural language. And we propose CodeSum, an attention-
based Seq2Seq model, to generate summaries of source code
snippets. For capturing the structural information, CodeSum
takes the AST sequences as input. Furthermore, we pro-
pose a new traversal method SBT to sequence ASTs. SBT
can express the semantics of the structural information and
keep unambiguous. CodeSum outperforms the state-of-the-
art approaches and achieves better results on automatic mea-
sure metric named BLEU. And it also achieves satisfactory
results not only on industry code (Java methods) but also
on some other program languages (i.e., C#, SQL). In future
work, we plan to develop better models to deal with user
identifiers. And we will explore the other applications of
deep learning approaches in software engineering.
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